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Nonhumans are here, even if you do not see us. We always will be. We are often hard to spot,
but can be found doing all the things a human might.

A cat went to work at an event stall for a mental health service.

A massive sea serpent wanted to go to science class because it enjoyed it more than the rest of
those living in its shared form.

The void sat down, huddled up in a blanket, to watch a tv show with its partners. It had to stop
watching after a bit, but enjoyed spending time with those close to it anyway.

A wolf went to a psychologist appointment and gratefully drank the hot chocolate they were
offered in the waiting room.

A shapeshifting being of pure darkness spoke publicly about trans rights in front of politicians
and then went to the pride festival he helped fight to keep alive.

A dragon went to school so the others sharing his human body could have a break.

A manifestation of the fear of madness itself sat in the food court at the mall eating mochi and
drinking tea while waiting for its friends to get back from shopping.

A witch drew a picture of his cardinal bird and shared the work he was so proud of with his
friends.

A cockatoo borrowed the next book in his favourite series from the school library and almost
couldn't wait the whole day to go home and read it.

An alien went camping and watched the birds outside and the way the wind made waves and
patterns on the water.
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A fallen angel went shopping for sunglasses to shield his eyes from how bright the sun was.

A harpy went shopping for new plants to look after. He named a few because he loved them so
much, and sent pictures to all of his friends.

An anthropomorphic hedgehog traded Pokemon cards with his peers at school. He was happy
with his collection.

You may not see us, and you may feel alone, but you are not. We are just hidden. We are in
more places than you'd think, and in the places you'd least expect. We are complex, we are
valued, and we are here.


